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Thank you for joining us!

We’ll be starting soon
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Hilco’s Implosion and 
City of Chicago Response

Wednesday, May 13, 2020

Photo credit: Alejandro Reyes



Little Village Environmental Justice Organization 
(LVEJO)

The mission of LVEJO is to 
organize with our 
community to accomplish 
environmental justice in 
Little Village and achieve 
the self-determination of 
immigrant, low-income, and 
working-class families.
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Who is Who? 
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Grassroots campaigns in our 26+ years in Little Village 5

Open space Campaign Public Transit Campaign Clean Air Campaign

Little Village: Environmental Justice Community  
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Crawford + Fisk Stations linked to:

40 premature deaths,

550 emergency room visits,

and 2,800 asthma attacks

every year*

*Based on a 2002 Harvard School of Public Health Study
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People > Polluters
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Our Fight Against Crawford

● 12 year community 
struggle

● Crawford and Fisk 
officially stopped 
burning coal in 2012!
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Fisk and Crawford Reuse Task Force: Process, Principles 
and Recommendations

Prepared by the City of 
Chicago’s Mayor’s Fisk 
and Crawford Reuse 
Task Force
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The Task Force has set out nine Guiding 
Principles for redevelopment of the 
sites, which broadly include: 

● Enhancing the ability of residents 
and businesses to live, work and 
play in a healthy environment 

● Prioritizing quality, living wage jobs 
● Identifying and pursuing resources 

for redevelopment 
● Recognizing existing constraints 

and context for the redevelopment, 
and 

● Encouraging collaboration of 
stakeholders on redevelopment, 
noting that it will likely lead to the 
best outcome for all.

The Task Force has listed 13 specific 
near-term recommendations to 
move redevelopment of the sites in 
this direction. The recommendations 
focus on: 
● Decommissioning and practical 

steps for site preparation 
● Community engagement and 

opportunity for public space and 
water access 

● Marketing and future use 
● Improving public sector 

infrastructure, and 
● Immediate next steps
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Demolishment & Remediation of Plant 

Ensure that the Illinois’ site 
remediation process must 
include Active Public 
Participation, a full and 
complete characterization 
of site contamination and a 
remediation that is 
protective of human 
health and the 
environment, now and in 
the future.



Who is Hilco Global?
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https://www.hilcoredev.com/projects/exchange-55

Hilco Redevelopment Partners & Exchange 55 project

https://www.chicagobusiness.com/commercial-real-estate/target-open-huge-warehouse-little-village

https://www.hilcoredev.com/projects/exchange-55
https://www.chicagobusiness.com/commercial-real-estate/target-open-huge-warehouse-little-village


Hilco Timeline:

Hilco donates 
$130K to 

Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel 

from 2010 to 
2018

2010 2020Hilco in the process of redeveloping site in a socially irresponsible manner

Hilco purchases 
Crawford site for 

$12.25 mil Dec. 2017

Hilco donates $3,000 to 
Ald. Ricardo Muñoz, 

Jan-June of 2018

Hilco tax break of 
$19.7 mil approved 

April 2019 

Hilco holds 2 
disastrous 

community 
meetings Aug. 2018

Chicago Plan Commision & 
City Council vote YES to 

Hilco’s plan
Sep. 2018

Tax break 
resolution 
introduced 
Jan. 2019

IEPA Public 
Meeting on Hilco

Aug. 2019
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August 2018: 1 of only 2 Hilco Community Meeting-  Hilco claims they will not take any public 
money, handouts or incentives for this project

- Hilco claims “they are doing Little Village a Favor in redeveloping the site - We have a great 
Work Force”

- August 2018: Hilco submits application for Cook Counties 6B Tax Break for a 12 year - $19.7 
tax break 

What does the Tax Credit Do: 
The tax break will assess the property at 10 percent of its market value for the first 10 years, 15 
percent in the 11th year and 20 percent in the 12th year 
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Who facilitated Hilco coming to Little Village

- Donations accepted 
from:

- Midwest Generation 
$5,000

- Hilco $3,000
- Promised a Community 

Benefits Agreement and 
Union Jobs

- Claimed trucks are not 
an issue in LV as only 3 
trucks per hour come 
through LV at 26th & 
California 
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Members of the 
Hilco Global and 
Hilco 
Redevelopment 
Partners executive 
teams, along with 
Deputy Mayor 
Samir Mayekar, 
officially present the 
first class of Hilco 
Scholars with their 
scholarship to the 
City Colleges of 
Chicago.

Starting with City 
Colleges’ Fall 2015 
semester, students 
who graduate from 
CPS in Spring 2016 
or after with a 3.0 
GPA who test 
completion-ready 
in math and English 
will be able to 
pursue an associate 
degree at City 
Colleges of Chicago 
at no cost – free 
tuition and books. 

Two students per year, pursuing an associates degree at 
City Colleges of Chicago Total: $18,000 every Two years. 
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22nd Ward 
Aldermanic Forum 
Feb. 2019

Debates

w/ Vota Con Ganas

https://www.facebook.com/lvejo2020/publishing_tools/?section=VIDEOS&sort[0]=created_time_descending&current_page=1
https://www.facebook.com/lvejo2020/publishing_tools/?section=VIDEOS&sort[0]=created_time_descending&current_page=1
https://www.facebook.com/votaconganas/


Exchange 55 

https://www.hilcoredev.com/projects/exchange-55 21

https://www.hilcoredev.com/projects/exchange-55
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Cumulative Impact Map

● Natural Resources Defense Council in 
collaboration with community 
organizations publishes map in 2018 to 
demonstrate how Chicago laws need EJ 
reform.
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● 30 TDL’s in Little 
Village / 64 on Map

● 25 Schools
● 14, 263 students
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Workers Picket outside of Crawford 
“Construction workers picketed Wednesday in front of the 
Crawford Power Generating Station in Little Village just 
months after the coal plant was acquired by Hilco 
Redevelopment Partners.

The Laborers of Local 225 protested Hilco’s subcontractor, BB 
Enterprises, for failure to pay employees area standards for 
wages for asbestos abatement.

Additionally, workers say BB Enterprises is hiring recent 
arrivals from Puerto Rico and underpaying them to keep 
wages down.

“They’re bringing in new people from Puerto Rico and paying 
them less money. That’s not right, that’s not fair. After what 
happened in Puerto Rico, it’s an injustice. We’re just trying to 
make this right,” said Local 225 officer Roberto Perez.

Hilco did not immediately respond to requests for comment.

Aug. 2018
https://www.chicagotribune.com/hoy/chicago
/ct-workers-picket-the-crawford-plant-201808
03-story.html

https://www.chicagotribune.com/hoy/chicago/ct-workers-picket-the-crawford-plant-20180803-story.html
https://www.chicagotribune.com/hoy/chicago/ct-workers-picket-the-crawford-plant-20180803-story.html
https://www.chicagotribune.com/hoy/chicago/ct-workers-picket-the-crawford-plant-20180803-story.html
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WWJ Warehouse Facts: Working conditions

● A "perma-temp" system
○ Warehouse Workers for Justice estimates that 70% of Chicagoland 

warehouses employ temps rather than direct hires.
● Poverty-Level jobs

○ Although studies show a worker in the Chicagoland area needs to 
earn at least $16/hr to sustain a family, most warehouse jobs pay 
less than $10/hr, even after years on the job. 

● An epidemic of wage theft
○ In surveying warehouse workers across the region, WWJ has seen 

many examples of short checks, unpaid overtime, workers forced to 
work off the clock and other abuses.

● Discrimination and abuse
○ Warehouse workers often battle discrimination based on gender, 

race and national origin.
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WWJ Warehouse Facts: Working conditions

● Lack of basic benefits
○ Access to affordable health insurance is limited. Sick days and 

vacations are almost unheard-of.
● Unsafe working conditions

○ Warehouse workers face workplace injuries and exposure to diesel 
fumes.

● Violations of workers' rights
○ When warehouse workers attempt to form unions or report illegal 

activity by their employer, they often suffer illegal retaliation.

All this information is from Warehouse Workers for Justice: 
http://www.ww4j.org/crisis.html

http://www.ww4j.org/crisis.html
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IEPA & CDPH public meeting 

https://blockclubchicago.org/2019/08/07/city-tells-worried-little-village-residents-to-limit-outdoor-activities-as-crews-demolish-old-coal-p
ower-plant/

‘David Graham, an assistant 
commissioner with the city’s 
Department of Public Health, 
told nearly 100 neighbors 
“kids and people with 
breathing problems” and 
people who “are sensitive to 
dust” should “limit outdoor 
activity” as work is completed 
on the site.’

https://blockclubchicago.org/2019/08/07/city-tells-worried-little-village-residents-to-limit-outdoor-activities-as-crews-demolish-old-coal-power-plant/
https://blockclubchicago.org/2019/08/07/city-tells-worried-little-village-residents-to-limit-outdoor-activities-as-crews-demolish-old-coal-power-plant/
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Hilco’s Propaganda 
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Poster deliveries can 

be arranged!
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In 2016, LVEJO in partnership with the Little Village Lawndale High School began 
conducting truck counting to understand the state of our traffic, 

From 2016 - Today:  LVEJO Partners up with local HS to conduct Truck Traffic 
counts in Dirty Diesel Corridor that the community helped identify

Intersection 2018-2019 school 
year

2017-2018 school 
year

2016-2017 school 
year

26th & Kostner 0.67 trucks/minute 1.3 trucks/minute 1.5 trucks/minute

31st & Kostner 1.3 trucks/minute 1.47 trucks/minute 1.3 trucks/minute

31st & Pulaski 2.09 trucks/minute No Data No Data

Pulaski & 31st St. were added after seeing high levels of PM 2.5 at the corner of Pulaski & 31st 
St. Also as a way to assess current traffic patterns before the construction of the 1 mil. Sq. ft 
warehouse that Hilco is trying to build
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Why LVEJO does air monitoring?

● Little Village residents suffer from high incidents of asthma and 
diesel-powered semi trailer trucks have a high presence in the 
community.
○ The Hilco redevelopment project would only increase the 

particulate matter that affects us all but further contributes to 
respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses which can lead to premature 
deaths.

● Crawford Coal Plant is the first decommissioned facility within city 
boundaries and Hilco has refuse to install air monitors.

● Little Village youth are at the front lines of this proposed plan with 8,000 
students attending schools in Little Village within one mile of the former 
coal power plant.
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LVEJO doing Mobile Air 
monitoring
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SA/SA Updates:

Shared Air 
Shared Action 
Project 2017-2018

A partnership with 
Kansas State University

Communities involved:
● Little Village
● Southeast Side
● Altgeld Gardens
● South Loop
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LVEJO SA/SA Updates
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Purple Air 
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CDPH still 
has not 

installed 
any air 

monitors

2019

Fall 2019
LVEJO installs Purple 

Air monitors

Dec. 2019
Mr. Reynaldo, community 

member and trades 
worker dies on site 

City allows Hilco to 
implode the 

smokestack causing 
an environmental 

disaster during the 
covid19 pandemic 

OSHA investigates 
but no report.

Demolition resumes 
on Jan. 16, 2020

Chicago elected officials 
submit a letter to OSHA to 
expedite investigation, but 

till this day NOTHING!

Feb. 2020
Target signs lease 
on Exchange 55

April 20, 2020
LVEJO & EJ Org.
Call on Mayor for 

reform!

Con: Our Experience with Hilco

2020
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Mr. Reynaldo “Rey” Grimaldo’s Passing:
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Mr. Reynaldo “Rey” Grimaldo’s Passing:
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Target (TARGET) Warehouse
Like Amazon & Walmart warehouse workers, Target employees are also 
trying to unionize.
● Target Warehouse Faces Its First Public Union Drive: 'They treat us like robots and 

we feel like prisoners.' By Lauren Kaori Gurley – Feb 19 2020
○ A Target warehouse facility in northern New Jersey is set to become the first in 

the company’s nearly 60-year history to face a public union campaign.
○ Union organizers wrote a letter to Target’s CEO and chief human resources 

officer, demanding it enter a neutrality agreement with the union.
○ If the union drive is successful, it could reverberate beyond Target across the 

industry, emboldening workers at other large e-commerce companies to 
organize.

○ The company has a record of circulating anti-union videos during previous 
union campaigns, in particular, one in 2014 that told workers that a union 
would change the company’s “fast, fun, and friendly culture.”

https://www.vice.com/en_us/contributor/lauren-kaori-gurley
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/target-anti-union-video-cheesy-but-effective
https://www.salon.com/test/2014/03/19/exclusive_targets_cheesy_anti_union_propaganda_gets_a_modern_makeover/
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Shared Struggles with SE Side of Chicago

http://chng.it/2JNpsLFSGH 

http://chng.it/2JNpsLFSGH
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Hilco sends notice of implosion on Thurs. April 9, 2020

http://www.crawfordstation.com/community-public-meetings/

http://www.crawfordstation.com/community-public-meetings/
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Update on social media push to stop implosion
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LVEJO calls on the Gov. Pritzker, Mayor Lightfoot, Commissioner 
Arwady, & Ald. Rodriguez (22 Ward) to stop implosion! 

Social media push on April 10, 2020

Is a Demolition of an Old Coal Plant Essential Work?

The Little Village Environmental Justice Organization 
(LVEJO) has learned that Hilco Redevelopment Partners 
(HRP), via an email sent to community leaders late 
Thursday (also available on crawfordstation.com), will be 
demolishing the smokestacks this weekend (April 11, 2020). 
The organization has questioned whether the continuation 
of the demolition of the former Crawford Coal Plant should 
be considered essential work during a pandemic. Little 
Village residents are highly vulnerable to contracting 
COVID-19 for several reasons, a major one being air 
pollution. We are worried the demolition will further 
exacerbate public health disparities in our community. 
Numerous publications have linked air pollution to higher 
Coronavirus death rates!

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fcrawfordstation.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3w5B77AwhGPG3tmCq3R6rm3-XxI81r-XHzr2goCOKxaCbkRvY4yZa9HRM&h=AT2A1oY0ns1x7xjDFhFUDtdAjownjJGPgvqiOD69tNqF893SdYgY6_R0gxZdrfGhr8QzwQ6hLwr_PH66q_bol7jW8WbXVRqz76-DTHj41FeIIEBa2tPgU7CZqXx5r2y2ZFOQ-hz2zByx2bxl4Op7UnAnBgB2OuKokP-XDB2SqLegE5CGZGEre1LZPm5G4F1aE1AMPlQwAPAWdofUbq21G31j_C__eJZVQsdKxjBiAmCs5AFbhT2UtecQGlbFh5ITsgjeerYQE2Dkz7PFdA53J0BddKrNTBohMbrT0pNBGDp7FZ_GORzUw50NQkmukVbiBi0lh2Mf5Pt16FdxCzlFoS3IozL4ugrcLU3KHW2kEbjaDCDlQerKqXFqaET5FOPmWcskdkMVjWqOOzzd4rJ_EzOHogXAhinwCM8LCpaQdGAA6mErd60qB14ETDajPpanJe3D1kE5Ibw_I8N2-9ySE3cs5MtR0-Bq8TCN0XU9tVo2cVy6RVMWtdicgKJvez4gT04jtz3i7RlOh2zM0f71VClppxmbYoONGRF4Rbexeoq3Qrv4yD4-SgZFwUBOHnfkoiT38kjaxnspl2eYESoWuW0zC5_CeodScUdMo6SpJQPXG2RI
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Implosion of smokestack on April 11, 2020

On April 11, 2020 in the midsts of COVID-19 a respiratory pandemic,  Hilco demolished the 
Crawford Smokestack with little to no heads up to the community. Their demolishment plan 
didn’t go as planned and a cloud of debris, dust and toxic particles blanketed over Little Village 
and the surrounding neighborhoods. 

#HellNoHilco #FueraHilco
#LaVillitaRespira

Photo Credit: Alejandro Reyes
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Ald. M. Rodriguez Response

“The amount of advance notice was also 
inadequate. I had requested HRP to inform 
residents in the immediate area of the 
implosion via letters in both English and 
Spanish. Unfortunately, those letters were not 
delivered. This came to my attention on Friday 
morning and I strongly advised HRP to 
hand-drop letters. I subsequently posted the 
official notice of the implosion from the City of 
Chicago to my office’s social media account. 
Clear and timely communication about actions 
that have an environmental impact on our 
residents should be a top priority and I am 
committed to doing my part to ensure this 
moving forward.”
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Passing of community elder

Don Fernando Cantú was a 78-year-old 
grandfather & homeowner who lived three blocks 
from the former Crawford Coal Plant in La Villita. 

On Saturday, April 11, he went to his backyard to 
tend to his garden, and by Sunday, Don Cantú 
tragically passed away. 

He had asthma and COPD, but his kids say he 
lived a normal life. They believe his respiratory 
condition was aggravated by the cloud of toxic 
dust that came from the implosion demolition of 
the century-old smokestack by Hilco during the 
coronavirus pandemic.

Artist credit: Juliana Pino
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Community Demands

1. There must be immediate and comprehensive public disclosure of the mix of toxins and 
materials that made up the polluted dust cloud

2. Hilco must take responsibility for all the costs of cleanup, testing the dust and covering 
medical costs

3. The City of Chicago must immediately release guidance to residents on how to safely clean 
and handle this dust that has entered homes

4. The city must monitor particulate matter at the fence line of the development site

5. The release of air pollution beyond the boundaries of the property likely is a violation of the 
Illinois Environmental Protection Act

6. There must be an immediate suspension of all demolition activities across Chicago

7. High quality protective masks must be distributed to those in affected areas, including the 
community incarcerated at Cook County Jail

8. Cook County must rescind the $19.7 Million dollar tax break Hilco received in January of 2019
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April 12, 2020
Mayor Lightfoot and City Officials Press Conference

https://www.facebook.com/350000495720259/vid
eos/652777875288966/

https://www.facebook.com/350000495720259/videos/652777875288966/
https://www.facebook.com/350000495720259/videos/652777875288966/
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Hilco’s Response to the Implosion 

“We are fully committed 
to alleviating 
community concerns 
which have been, and 
will continue to be, 
central to our mission to 
revitalize this historically 
challenging site.”
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https://www.chicago.gov/city/en/sites/hilco/home.html

https://www.chicago.gov/city/en/sites/hilco/home.html
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Concerns regarding testing done by City and US EPA

The website and press releases speak to “Testing was conducted by two governmental agencies – the Chicago 
Department of Public Health (CDPH) and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), and 
CDPH’s data has been validated by a non-governmental agency." 

- We would like to know who is the  non-governmental agency who performed the validation of the data 
collected.

There is also no information on who the third-party environmental consultant is and what qualifications they have 
for this work. Do they have expertise in performing specialized work involved for local air quality analysis from 
data collection to data analysis to data interpretation in order to assess the air pollutant exposures and associated 
health risks to community residents using appropriate scientific procedures and protocols?
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Concerns regarding testing done by City and US EPA
On the Cities Crawford website, there is reference to the environmental sampling that was performed. As a 
community rooted in community science for over 20 years, we understand the importance of developing 
sampling protocols and associated Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QQA/QC) protocols as part of any 
comprehensive environmental characterization action.
 

- There is no documentation of rationale for sampling locations selected for any of the environmental media 
samples collected. In addition, there is no documentation of the training and qualifications of the personnel 
who conducted the sampling in our community. Furthermore, there is no reference to how any of the dust, 
air or soil sampling was planned for to ensure that wind speed and wind direction on the day of implosion, 
background soil samples and other important factors were considered in the environmental sampling plan 
and these factors are used to ensure that hot spots (i.e., locations with higher concentrations of pollutants) 
in our community could be identified and sampled. Without this information, there is a possibility that 
hotspots in the community may have been missed, resulting in underestimation of environmental 
media (air, dust, soil) pollutant concentrations and associated community exposures, and health risks.
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Concerns regarding testing done by City and US EPA

Although the City of Chicago asserts that the dust is safe, the data on the city's Crawford web site does not 
provide a full elemental composition breakdown of the 50+ metals of the dust. Given the fact that the site was a 
former coal-powered power plant, heavy metals (e.g., Lead, Arsenic, Mercury), higher molecular-weight persistent 
organic chemicals such as Polyaromatic Nuclear Hydrocarbons (PAHs) and Dioxins may be of concern. 

- Soil samples were collected on the 13th of April, two days after the implosion on the 11th and after a 
rainstorm.

- Dust samples did not include Mercury as there was not enough samples to use
- The analysis shows only one sample was taken from each location. 

- Why were two samples, minimal requirement for sampling, not taken, per site? Having two samples allows 
you to compare to each other and gives a screening level assessment. 

- What is the background data that was used to compare soil levels with specific levels elsewhere in the 
city?media (air, dust, soil) pollutant concentrations and associated community exposures, and health 
risks.
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Concerns regarding testing done by City and US EPA

Lead  90- 3500  10   10  13 - 1910  57  57

On the DUST table of the cities Crawford website, the city states: 

“ Half of the dust samples taken in the vicinity of the Crawford Site, and in the direct path of the dust cloud, 
contained small amounts of lead and all of the samples contained small amounts of barium. These amounts are 
very low and pose little health risk to residents. For reference, the US EPA standard for lead in bare soil in residential 
play areas is 400 ppm. There is no dust or soil standard for barium, but it is found in most soils in concentrations 
between 15 and 3,500 ppm. No other metals or asbestos were detected.” 

- Yet on the table provided, the lead levels results are as high as 3,500 ppm.  

This is quite concerning and no plan or conversation on this has been had or made public on how to handle. 
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Concerns regarding testing done by City and US EPA
- What is the carcinogenic chemical load of dust? What is the respiratory health risk associated with the dust that 

blanketed the community? What are the potential short-term and long-term health effects?

To be able to answer these questions, particulate matter (PM) samples should be speciated and chemical 
composition of the PM samplers should be determined using proper sample collection and analytical procedures. 
This is part of complete source characterization, which is the first step, in assessing exposures and health risks to the 
community.

- The City of Chicago web site shows that NIOSH 0500 method  was used for Particulate Matter samples. This 
method determines the total dust concentration to which a worker is exposed. They sampled air for four hours 
using a low flow rate sampling pump (2.5 L/min) in each sampling event and they collected a total of five 
samples. All samples had non-detects (meaning concentrations measured was below the detection limit) for 
total dust. 

- Only 5 samples on limited days were taken using the NIOSH method

This is not a proper sampling method for outdoor air quality assessment due to its operational characteristics (low flow 
rate and low sample volume). This is why it is specifically recommended for occupational exposure assessment for 
total dust, but not for environmental exposure assessment for particulate matter in air.

Again, we ask, who and what was the plan developed for the sampling?
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Concerns regarding testing done by City and US EPA
In the first press conference on the Site, the Commissioner for CDPH stated  "SUMMA canisters that are used for 
air sampling were installed by CDPH on April 14 and looked at organic compounds and dust particles, with 
additional air monitors being installed to account for sustained readings over the next several weeks." 

- Only four samples of Volatile Organic Compounds were taken, three days after the implosion

Sampling with SUMA canisters are performed only for measuring volatile organic compounds in air (not for dust). 
The city corrected this on the report by stating "SUMMA canister air tests did reveal low levels of volatile organic 
compounds (VOC’s), and CDPH is currently reviewing these results with experts to better understand potential 
sources and impacts while comparing them to background levels found in the air, both in Little Village and across 
the city." 

- PM 2.5 and 10 were tested for at 7 locations but the resulting report was not shared. 

We demand the City  disclose where the additional monitors are placed to assess air quality in the neighborhood 
over time, what instruments they are using, what pollutants they are measuring, and what the frequency of 
sampling is. 
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Concerns regarding testing done by City and US EPA
Given these findings, we do not believe the current actions or fines  are appropriate given the lack of information. 

- There should be no sweeping of dust until the composition of dust characterization. When they sweep the 
streets, they will suspend the particles and those particles will become airborne, causing additional 
exposure to airborne particles. They could employ dust suppression as they are sweeping the streets. But, 
this needs to be done after careful study to ensure that the residents are not further exposed to settled 
dust.

- Monitoring needs to include  both dust and air for metals dioxins PAHs and furans and possibly PCBs. 
- All sampling and measurements should be reviewed by specialists our community trusts.
- All the data in raw form as reported by the laboratory should be made public.
- A six-month moratorium on implosion demolitions citywide, pending the creation of a specific implosion 

permitting process with updated guidelines, is NOT ENOUGH. The complete disregard for human life in 
Little Village during a pandemic speaks to the rampant environmental racism conditions the Departments 
within the City of Chicago processes continue to exacerbate. A complete overhaul of city policies and 
procedures to include Environmental Justice considerations must be done. 
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Concerns regarding testing done by City and US EPA
Given these findings, we do not believe the current actions or fines  are appropriate given the lack of 
information. 

- Although structural demolition activity remains on hold at the Crawford site, while the clean-up 
efforts take place we continue to demand to see the environmental and technical reports on the 
conditions of the building. Hilco, its Contractors and the City have not shown they can be trusted in 
making decisions on this site. Due to the dilapidated nature of the site, we want to ensure steps 
being proposed are the correct ones. 

- Although Hilco Redevelopment Partners (HRP) is finally sending information to the community, three 
years after the start of the project, we do not feel it is in the best interest of the community. HPR is 
using the same science we are questioning as a community to take actions that may be harming us 
more than helping us. While our community appreciates the $250,00 donation to local clinics for the 
“Historical Health issues in LV”. This is only a drop in the bucket to what may be a lifetime of health 
issues in LV. 

- We demand the City work with the county to reverse the $19.7 million tas break from HRP.
- We demand that the City force HPR to vacate the land and donate it to the City for redevelopment. 
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LVEJO Submits Electronic Signatures on April 29, 2020
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Earth Day to May Day Chicago Coalition
Right to Breathe / Right to Live Caravan on April 22, 2020

https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/04/22/earth-day-caravan-calls-on-city-to-tighten-environmental-rules-after-little-village-dust-disaster/
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For the People Artist Collective
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For the People Artist Collective
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Step by Step 
Guide on how to 
submit 
complaints  
available!  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U05Nes2zHBjwJIjoTJVXuwzY1AxsMuHdvG6l9W_Th-w/edit?fbclid=IwAR0dE4aXMS4JRz2P2KR-ew93gOG2VQzjVvR04PqNQUsk60bkig1n4P_Lxko
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Why reporting is so important!

● “Little Village was hosting the freshmen games at 
our site on Saturday September 14, 2019. It turns 
out there was this big cloud of smoke being 
released into the air. The soccer coordinator reach 
out to me with the following questions. This is the 
first time I seen this type of smoke cloud being 
release by the factory. Please advise.”
○ Soccer field of Little Village Lawndale High 

School.
● South Side Weekly published an article 5/13/20 

“The Bad Smell Behind the School” regarding 
students, educators, and LVEJO organizers 
addressing  industrial emissions

https://southsideweekly.com/smell-behind-school-bway-lawndale-high-school/
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● Turn off ac/heater units
● Close windows and doors
● Close vents
● Limit outdoor exposure
● Let your neighbors and family know
● Wear a protective mask if you must go outside

Preventative actions for Demolition Tomorrow

https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/05/14/little-
village-neighbors-get-no-notice-another-dem
olition-is-happening-at-dust-cloud-site/?fbclid
=IwAR2FIMvxWS97ZHRgXvOIjKJ4X3PrjGH
N8WqGiSSbQFGibEZoS-Pnyy7ycYA

https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/05/14/little-village-neighbors-get-no-notice-another-demolition-is-happening-at-dust-cloud-site/?fbclid=IwAR2FIMvxWS97ZHRgXvOIjKJ4X3PrjGHN8WqGiSSbQFGibEZoS-Pnyy7ycYA
https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/05/14/little-village-neighbors-get-no-notice-another-demolition-is-happening-at-dust-cloud-site/?fbclid=IwAR2FIMvxWS97ZHRgXvOIjKJ4X3PrjGHN8WqGiSSbQFGibEZoS-Pnyy7ycYA
https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/05/14/little-village-neighbors-get-no-notice-another-demolition-is-happening-at-dust-cloud-site/?fbclid=IwAR2FIMvxWS97ZHRgXvOIjKJ4X3PrjGHN8WqGiSSbQFGibEZoS-Pnyy7ycYA
https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/05/14/little-village-neighbors-get-no-notice-another-demolition-is-happening-at-dust-cloud-site/?fbclid=IwAR2FIMvxWS97ZHRgXvOIjKJ4X3PrjGHN8WqGiSSbQFGibEZoS-Pnyy7ycYA
https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/05/14/little-village-neighbors-get-no-notice-another-demolition-is-happening-at-dust-cloud-site/?fbclid=IwAR2FIMvxWS97ZHRgXvOIjKJ4X3PrjGHN8WqGiSSbQFGibEZoS-Pnyy7ycYA


Questions / Comments 
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

@lvejo20@lvejo2020

@LVEJO @lvejo20



Kimberly Wasserman & Edith Tovar – etovar@lvejo.org
Office: 773.762.6991 

Web: www.lvejo.org // lavillitarespira.com  
2445 South Spaulding Ave, Chicago, Il 60623
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http://www.lvejo.org
https://lavillitarespira.com/

